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Training; A Vogue Word or Necessity ? 

There  is hardly any doubt  about the necessity  to train 
the middle manangement  and  also the remaining employees 
in industry.   The company's management,  the employees and 
also colleges and commercial training institutes hold 
numerous opinions about  the  training in the enterprise. 
The pivotal question to be answered by the company's 
management  is:   - what training can further the achievement 
of the company's objects  ? 

• Every individual employee,  whether  in the management or 
in a subordinate position rates the  training arranged by 
his firm by  the benefit  he can personally derive from it. 
Thus,  the field  of  tension between  individual and enter- 
prise becomes  evident  also in training.   In the  present 

j representations  the term employees shall designate  the 
J cadres,  the middle management  and  the various officials 

in charge.   The ten training shall mean the teaching and 
1 learning process which comprises all tneasuros to change 
î the behaviour  in order  to meeet the requirements of  the 
i 

enterprise and environment. 

The material statement which  has been made hitherto is 
a question,  namely  the quest ion:" what training can further 
the achievement of  the company's objects ?" 

Object of the Company,  Definitions 

What are the objects of  the company ?    Even in view of the 
risk to slide a  little  into the sector of the  general 
company's theory,   it is necessary   to include  two definitimi 



The*  enl veproHuvir   ? n   J'vt e   . ill.•"?rp: lsf%   is   the   Intellectual 
crow or  aite? dìi-f'^or  oí    . no eu! erpris»; .    ie  is respotuiib ;••• 
for  the  c; J. s tene:.»   and   iurih'j-' «levo ¿oprceut  of  hi fi enter- 
prise   vithiu  the  scopo  ;>r  the  j.oii t. .'cal   and  soci? I. envi.- 
roniuent   in which  he   lives. 

The  enterprise   is  ¡in economic   system  1,0  ^airi profit   for 
the capi (,íil  which  the entrepreneur   ha«  invested  in  it  ai.<.' , 
on the:  other  hand,   to pai main,   safeguard   and   increase 
the employment   for  the  people working   Ln  the enterprise. 

The modern enterprise really  no  longer considers  itself 
as an isolated unit which is solely  oriented for ttie own 
profit,   but  as  a  member  cf a   larger   economic and social 
complex»   I.*t this sense  the ta*-"k of  the entrepreneur  is not 
only the safeguarding of  profit and  employment,  but  most 
essentially the  further development  of his enterprise 
into a future which,   however,   Is often difficult to see 
through. 

Management Theses for Tomorrow 

To see  through  the  future both JIB extensively as nosEib.;t 
and  in as much detail as  possible  is becoming an ever mor** 
urgent concern of   the entrepreneur.   However,   as  it   is 
impossible  to get  a   perfectly clear   picture of  all  the 
variants of  the  future,   the modern entrepreneur will be 
compelled to orient his future entrepreneurial objects 
and decisions on certain  theses.   In my opinion,  the mate- 
rial  theses for  a  modern management   are  as follows: 

Thesia 1 

In view of society  in gañera! and  taking into account 
economic, social and  political criteria,  the entieprene- • 
will have  to set his objects and make his decisions accor- 
dingly,  that  is,   in the sense of  totalitarian,   interdisci- 
plinary thinking. 



¥» 

Thesis 2 

The enterprise*   will    o e?i¿ag».'d   La  ti J  process ox   problem 
solving at  government  lev -1  at  an   increasing rate.   Economy 
and  politics are   fused  to  »orm  an   inseparable entirety  for 
the purpose  oí   -\   to ti» li luv .tur. solution oj   problems  to servf 
our requirements. 

Thesis 3 
With the generally  increasing aspirai ions of society,   also 
the expectations  regarding  the performances of  the enter- 
prises will rise,   and   that   >oth  internally and  also in 
respect of  the  market performances.   With reference to the 
subject of our  representations  this means that  the enter- 
prise has  to provide a scheduled  and  paid continuous 
further training  for the employees  in all sectors.   Peter 
Drucker,   the well-known industrialist  and expert on eco- 
nomice,  notes  Inalinone of the new industries will be 
founded on experience,  but on knowledge.   It   is a new eco- 
nomic reality  that  knowledge has  become a decisive poten- 
tial of econom".   The systematic  accqulslon of knowledge, 
that is, organized  training a« basis  lor productivo capa- 
city and performance, has now replaced   the experience 
which has been gained  in a conventional maimer through 
the apprenticeship. 

Thesis 4 
On account of  the  powerful technical dynamics and the 
associated discontinuity of ability,   the conception of 
the enterprise requires the continuity of  the objects and 
an extremely flexible and adaptable    management.   Inflexi- 
bility of the management and to  be  product-bound  Instead 
of being market-bound moans to be  inferior.   The detection 
of desires and  problems in  tho various sectors of  life 
precedes the demand oriented production. 

Thesis 5 
Efficient  taking oi decisions will   be  possible only 
through a cooperating team consisting of experts from 
»any different  sectors ftotalitarian   thinking exceeds the 
capacity of  the   individual). 



Thesis  ö 
Apart   from   the continuous   further  training of   the employees, 
as already mentioned before,   the enterprise  roanangement 
will  have   lo spend '.no/«-1   i In.t.   in  i \; ture  lo motivate  its 
employees  in accordance  v.-i th   the umreproncurial  objects. 

Entrepreneur ia1 Kusponslbiliiy 

The foregoing représentai ions  evidence that each enter- 
prise  has  to piny an economic   and social  part  within its 
closer  or  wider vicinity.   It   is a member  of  the  society 
by which  it  is enclosed  and,   therefore,   the enterprise 
must  accept  its responsibility  in this society   if   its 
existence  is to be safeguarded  lor a long  tim«.   Here the 
enterprise will be successful only  if it  orients  its re- 
spective objects and  the   internal enterprise functions 
accordingly.   Such behaviour moans responsible  and safe- 
guarding enterprise management  - management,   because it 
motivates  the individual  employee   to rendei* performances. 
Before  dealing wjth the essential  idon of motivation of 
employees  it  appears necessary   to outline  briefly the 
stages   involved with fixing the object. 

Fixing  of  the Object 

To recognize objects means to know the entire entrepreneu- 
rial responsibility,  to  plan  the development  of  the enter- 
prise  in various periods,   to take organizational measures, 
to devide general objects  into partial objects  and to 
coordinate  partial, objects, 

To fix  objects meara, to  Inform employees  about   findings 
and to work out with them their partial objects and  to 
fix these as performance standards and basis of  judgement. 

To achieve objects means  to do all to really  achieve by 
suitable measures those  per for mance values which were once 
found  to be correct.  The  achievement of  the object is 
determined by supervinlon and  control of  success. 



Motivation  for  Pori or ir-UTICO 

The  motivation  for  the   necessary  rendering  of   performance 
by  the   Individual employees   iy based,   above   all,   on the 
clear  and  general  formulation  of   the objects of   the enter- 
prise,   as should be clearly understood  from that what has 
been said   before.   Thus,   every  employée  will  realize  that 
the enterprise makerf every effort  to ¿upport  a harmonic 
growth of  the  superior  social eotiwunity. 

Every employee must  fully realize  that his personal per- 
formance  and his personal behaviour must,   in the end, 
contribute to the profit which renders  possible the per- 
ception  of the responsibility of   the enterprise and,   thus, 
safeguards the existence of   the enterprise and also the 
existence of his own employment. 

In view of these aspects,   performance  is necessary and 
is definitely  to be expected.   Performance  is  the prerequi- 
site   to the solution of  economic and social  problems,  but 
also to the improvement,  of  the environment  of man in ge- 
neral. 

Control:   Interests of Enterprise and Employees 

A necessary antipole to fixing of objects  is  the control. 
The fixing of  the object,   rendering of  performance and 
control  form a regulating circuit.   In control the judge- 
ment of cooperation forms an essential  part.   Without this 
instrument  the enterprise management and  any employer 
will  lose those sources of  information which indicate 
whether,   how and how far the objects have  been achieved 
and what   is to be arranged  for  the near future.   The dia- 
gram shows the regulating circuit which  is generally 
applicable to any entrepreneurial doings and actions. 
The rating of the employees which Interests us above all, 
and  the  training which is  to be derived  from this are 
represented here.  We feel that  this representation clearly 



«hows mai tu., ti-fcinm,; of 11w employee* Is not just and 

per >aps a very us.-ivl 1 »Fk of the ente prise , but it evi- 

dences in ,»JJ ò-tnlJ that training of employees must be 

one ot the «u,«t Imnuv a,t und most responsible duties of 

the entri pr 'near . 

With this we have outlined the necessary fundaméntala and 

the genomi background in industrial events linked with 

our subject, namely the training of personnel. 

In-Service Training of Employees 

We now come to the primary part of our representations, 

that is, to the fundamentals which are applicable to 

in-service training and to the methods of approach which 

have to be used. 

We realize the difficulty linked with our attempt to give 

training directions which should be as close to practice 

as possible. It goes without sayin* that the expectations 

are widely varied on account of the siso of the individual 

enterprises aud the state of training in these enterprises. 

However, here it is essential to note that the principles 

for training oí employees are the same everywhere, that 

the same directions apply to the approach and processes, 

and that also the systematic manner of training is the 

same although this con take place ut different levels. 

The Objects oi Employees' Training 

We are now trying to formulate a generally applicable 

schedule and generally applicable directions. If training 

organized by an enterprise is to be carried out effectively 

then corresponding priciples and objects have to be formu- 

lated for such training. The following objects represent 

a selection of many possible objects, but wc believe that 

it concerns the essential objects which are binding to 

all. 



General Objects 

To put employees of  all classes Into a   position to 
carry out their duties with higher efficiency. 

To  prepare employee!;   of   all classes i or   new tasks. 

Special objects can be the following: 

Improvement  of the  performance behaviour. 

Increase of willingness  to bring about changes or 

to understand them. 

Stabilization of the personality of the  individual. 

Integration of thinking in all sectors  of the enter- 

prise. 

Furthering of problem-oriented and problem-solving 

thinking and acting. 

Specialization of  technical knowledge and evaluation 

of internal experience. 

Procedure for the Organization of the Training 

A systematic procedure is essential to the extension and 
realization of the training.   The following Table shows 
the most important stepd for the organization of  training, 

I 



iUP.U: 

covering the most   i 
the organisation oí 

Alport ant steps of  procedure  for 
training ; 

Requirement Analysis 

Working Out  of Training 
Concept 

Concept Decision 

Situation of enterprise  (actual 
state  and  objects) 
Questioning oí  employees 
(questionairo) 

Tasks  to be fulfilled in the 
enterprise 
Individual training requirements 
(evaluation) 
Objects of  learning,   tuition 
subjects,   priorities 
Teachers,  grovips of  participants 
Teaching methods 

Forming of opinion  in enterprise 
management 
Decisions on contents and  procedure 
Fixing of working groups 
(working out of  subjects) 
Appointment of training heads 
Orientation of cadres 

Planning of Execution /.ough  schedule  t. J. years) , 
schedule  of burdens 
Schedule up to start of training 
Directions for working groups 
Orientation of all employees 

Preparation of Training 
per Subject 

Training of Instructors 
Working out of firm-related 
subject  matter 
Provision of instruction papers 
Approval of working  papers 
Integrating of courses of outside 
lecturers 
Fixing oí detail  programme per 
subject 

Training Execution of instructions, 
courses,   follow-up 

Control of Training 
Success 

Questioning of participants 
Test 
Improvement of courses 
Qualifications of   instructors 



It  Is   important  that   Ih1;  IKTSOP^   uho    i e copcemcd by the 
future  training  arn   " v lucird   in   the   ireparat ion  work in 
good  time.    In  this way,   1 he  employees  are  encouraged  to 
form opinions BO that   a   learning  and motivation  effect 
results in this initial  phase.   Also the enterprise manage- 
ment  is engage   throughout  the entire   preparation  phase 
through in termed iato decisions.   A  t'irt« project  management 
based  on detailed procedure schedules iurthers  the credi- 
bility  in respect of   the  future   training. 

The following  is to be  £-:aid regarding the  individual steps: 

a)  Requirement Analysis 

Naturally,   every training proceeds from the state of the 
enterprise  and orients  itself on the object ideas of th* 
enterprise.   Here the  requirements become evident  which 
the realization of the fixed objects necessitates.  The 
questioning of the employee« provides information on the 

following: 

Assessment of the  personal desire for future training 
on part of the  individual employees  in respect of 
managementwiRC and  technical asneets. 

Determination of  the  individual state of  training. 
This as supplement  to the  personnel report. 

Assessment of   U ? time required  for technical  litera- 
ture and further  training. 

Initiation of a  personal ütatement of position in 
respect of  knowledge and ability. 

Determination of  typical managementwise,   organizatio- 
nal and planningwi&e problems  in the enterprise. 

It is essential that no  list of  lectures is drawn up in 
this  initial requirement   analysis,   but that a concept is 
found which is adapted to the special situation and the 
crucial points in the enterprise. 
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forking Out of Training Concept 

At  this point  It Is im .«resting to rep e sent graphically 
the process of reasoning which leads to an effective, 
realizable training concept,   it must be noted that the 
key figure in the procedure is the fixing of the  learning 

Objects,     (¡toe  Tat,le  ?) 

The three following requirements are made in respect of 
the formulation of the   learning objects: 

1) The  learning object outlines the final behaviour, 
that  is,  what the  participant must be capable of 
doing after the training. 

2) The  learning object  includes condition« under which 
such behaviour is to be expressed. 

3) The  learning object  ineluden the Judgement standard 
for the behaviour which is considered sufficient. 

Bow will the selection of   learning objects be carried out ? 
Practically« they are to be fixed on the basis of the ana- 
lysis of the  Individual training requirements, the tasks 
and functions to be fulfilled and the qualification papers. 
This is largely an lntt itiv*«, creative process of reason- 
ing,  because objective  regulations for an optimal selec- 
tion from all possible   learning objects are actually 
missing.   Rere  it is essential that crucial points and 
priorities are fixed and  that the urgency of the immediate 
problems is taken into account.  There must  not be an 
occurence of a "straw-fireMeffect in the organization of 
the training.  The success of training will be questionable 
for a long time if the continuity is lacking after a high 
initial expenditure. 

Therefore,  it must be endeavoured to start Intensively 
with selected subjects  in the individual groups and then 
to spread out only gradually.  Good results with small 
groups raise more interest than average results on a wide 
basis. 



Selection of  Training personnel 

Here the following question arises : whether to employ 
inside or outside trainir-rr personne.) for the training 
programme.   One can comment   on  this ;i&  follows.!: 

With  every training the   tuition subjects concern certain 
manners of  behaviour,  eg.   the management behaviour and 
working methods  in the  widest   sense,   like  drawing up 
offers,   preparation of decisions, compilation  of duty 
lists for new producta,   bases of computation,   budgeting, 
etc..   In general it must   be  said that manners  of  behaviour 
or working methods are mas tei ed by an employee only then 
when he  is in a  position to pass them on to third parties, 
that  is,  when ho  is capable of  lecturing on such manners oi 
behaviour and working methods. 

Hence  it follows that  the  manner*; of behaviour and working 
methods to be employed  in an enterprise can be enforced 
only  if  the superior   is also a  teacher.  As the  training 
is usually carried out   lit  small groups,  many  teachers will 
be required.   This demand  Is met by  the fact  that also many 
cadres are prepared    o act  as teachers or discussion chair- 
men.   Thus,  the prerequisite   is created for an interrelatloc 
between teaching and  learniug activity which can further 
the evaluation of experience  and creativity in the enter- 
prise in an intensive manner.   For this purpose,  however, 
the cadre is to be trained   not only In material questions 
but  also in  teaching methods. 

Outside   lecturers and teachers yhould  be engaged if  an 
objectifying influence must  be eliminated or  if generally 
applicable subjects are up for dicussion.   Here only compe- 
tent and highly qualified   lecturers should be engaged. 
For the further training of  scientifically working speci- 
alists in the fields of research and development it is 
necessary  to engage  largely  outside  lecturers,  e.g.   fro« 
colleges,   as far as working methods and technical know- 
ledge are concerned.   This  has a wry fruitful secondary 
purpose,   namely the better coordination  between college 
and practice. 



c) Concept Decision 

A» soon as one deals wit    the question i ae finds that  the 
field of   the  training necesBity is very  large,  and  It   Is 
absolutely  Important  to carry ou    a  tightening of the 
training subjects iron tho numerous  poasj.biH.tios by  taking 
a clear decision,   nere   tightening tueaná   to select perhaps 
only two subjects from the lotnl offer,   for example the 
subject "Organization of   Internai  Execution",  and as  the 
second subject "Tho Technical Twining on thü Lines of the 
Weaknesses Found in Production". 

After this decision In favour of tightening,  the selected 
subjects have to be worked out more  precisely by small 
groups an at this moment  it is also important to appoint 
and employ a director who is responsible for the entire 
training. 

d) Execution Schedule 

Tas time requirements for the training should be fixed 
at least roughly.   Tt must lie pointed out here that  train- 
ing is not and c;*nnot he a  matter of  ahort,  e.g.   14-day 
seminars.   Training,  as w    understand  it,   íM process 
which takes place constantly,  that   1*.   it must extend 
over a period of years.   However,  also the time requirement 
for training m a s,na!l r;lven subject  is actually longer 
than is generally assumed,   it is very important that 
dates in th, sense of  starting point» and points of vis» 
have to be fixed. 

e) Preparai ion of Traiaing 

Wow a detailed programme fcust be established for each 
selected subject.   This  involves accurate reflecting on 
the subject  in every rJetatl and will  help to recognize 
the data necessary ana desirable for  the  training and 
also to provide it. 



f) Training 

Only after execution ol   those many   initial steps and  pre- 
pratory  work,  the  actuó]   training oi   the employee can be 
commenced.   Perhaps   the   f.-x pend i tur e  described  in the  in- 
dividxial steps oi   procedure l'or the   organization of  the 
training  appears somewhat excessive.   Howevor,  experience 
shows again and again  that such expenditure  is worthwhile, 
and one  may even state  that the object oi  truining and 
consequently an improvement of  the  behaviour of  the  indi- 
vidual  in the enterprise cannot  be  achieved at certain 
points without such a clearly defined organization of 
training.   Here it  should be added  that  the intensity  at 
which the  individual,   described step« are  performed may be 
higher or   lower in  the  enterprise   in the various cases. 
What is  important  is that none of  these steps are over- 
looked . 

g) Control 

The control of the training success  is a matter of course 
and in the further  sense a definitely necessary step in 
the sense of the feedback of  the regulating circuit which 
determines  the entire  industrial  reasoning.  Reference to 
the control in detail will be made  again elsewhere. 
(SM Table  3) 

Principles of Learning  Psychology  and Didactics 
In Respect  of the Training 

A scientific  investigation into the principles of  learning 
n '.raining, 

psychology  and didactics/ carried out at various institute! 
in Europe,   has given the following results; 

Passive Teaching Methods 
Hearing 
Seeing 
Hearing + Seeing 

Adhesion Value 
20 % 
30 % 

50 - 65 % 

Active Teaching Methods 
Self Speaking 
Self Acting 

Adhesion Value 
70 % 
90 % 



From this the   folAov/inj;  ?oi:¿rs   U> <;- r.oi^ù  -v:-y  ho   ;»i-'iwa 

for  in-service   trainili'; : 
Tho training course   par elei orni;  ^toîjlr".  hoccao  ;.ctivo. 
The use of   artive toücV.^" ::ethoàir-  in to «-ervo to 
point out   to the partinirant   ihn  cucco*.« oí   lc-í.rniaf.. 

The participant shall !¡:;v" the desire io io .ira.   Lean- 
ing motivai ion pl;-.y¡~   ar.   impo-rrut   pru-1   in the  in-ser- 
vice training,  but  ?•:;  ir  lirica through the   typical 
character is Lies- of  tuo  individual .student. 

The teacher  and inni rue coi  must adopt tiraseli  to  the 
requirements of  the   participants.   The teaching ob- 
jects have tc he adapted  to the concrete problems the 
employee has witr- hi« work. For exercise examples, 
case studies and other:--.   e*icurence& or wonts of  tho 
own enterprise should be chosen,   but fcot theoretical 
school examples.  The trui.nirf; shall result in practi- 
cal working  pipera  i a ïorrs of conpany owned manuals. 

The participant r..ust   know the object of   lhe course: 
course objects are  rot   a list of subjwis or partici- 
pants,  but  have to »o  formulated ari ou»-] a ioioTa as 

learning objects-.» 

The instructor should  purr.imally know lhe participants 
and disposo oí m adapt.abl« coarse  ¡schedule.   Effective 
training noce^itataa,   as far  i';:-' this !-• possible, 
the consideration oi   I ho individu il tifata of  training 

and the capability of  learning,   l^.'^n uot target, 
training is a CUB ton jab. 

Tests shall Rivo  th*  Ic.u-ii5.n-i   ^ipioyec  tho possibility 
of self choc king.   Worcovor,  every cours« is to be 
rated by  the Tjnrtíí'.iw.nt/s ¿o that  alno í vie teacher 
and instructor will ha\f a feudb ick of his activity. 

follow up:   Beino  Une  aftjv the   tr«.ir.lr.r ccv.ree  the 
participant aha i 1 have  *M opportunity to discuss 
with his  toaehoi/i.ustructov   the quertious that have 

occured  with the application of  that what has been 

learned. 



With the  aüul¡   th í i ce t Jl« Ici /n Hi s 
capability trust   t>c   ta'.'''   ir. to  a.rcurî   bv cri :iu¿   suro 
of  a  Bui table   truinitip  !roeo*¡* .   sin ti» xeni line  ior 
exercise.  cVrriy /». f >rir-H   55 i-nr^oiì' ni  Oí subjects 
and a deductivo n1» ' Ir-í. 

Assessment of   ìie^.r.JU. 

If   one  proceed* on   ür   ba»ls  o?   the  d/Horxhcd concept of 
training,  then also au accurate assassinant oí the resulta 
will be possible.   Ker J one rust differentiate between two 

stages,  namely: 

The technical assessment oi the sequence of subjects, 
the assessment of  the discussion heads, etc.,   and 

the assessment of  the  training success in npite of the 

training subject as a rrt-.ole. 

The assessment or rating 'd   trie results shouîd not be »ad« 
after too long a period.   Kore,  too,   i ¿ is advisable  to 
carry out an assessment alter .^hcrt  periods la order to 
correct  any mistakes which way have occurred,   One thing 
should be pointed  out  •'t  ;>artio;ilnr;   t -oiuing according 
to  the présentât! concept   li no ríate waiter,  any training 
nust be flexible.   This wean«,   in other words,  that re- 
strictions or extensions regarding tue iíxJnfj of objects 
have to he carried o\v   dining tl;t cour««' of   the  training 
period   in case that UKficultief. occur,  and after a care- 
ful examination aacl assessment of huch difficulties.  To 
repeat:  the object of any training i» an actual inprove- 
aent of the  working efficiency of  the course participants. 
Thus,   it is  also  possible  t> date .-wine xhr: valut;  of a 
course and the ratio of expenditure ami performance ia- 
provercoat on the basii* of  tue performance gap existing 
prior to training and  the  pc.-rformani:u  improve««nt after 

the training. 



Standard Values^n^ Kxg^Uurcj;0rj£!i5iHE 

The expenditure of time ami cos.   natu-ally depends on 
the size of  the  «»t-rpri«..   th,   arcdy existing paper« 
and on th. object of »aa^n,   .„«, „^^ ln ^ 
pr se and in tralnln,.   Thci.efm.(!     fhe f<>1 

not binding,  but Khould bo COBsMwa<1 on]y , ro 

dard vaines for „„ail and medium-sized enterprises. 

- The questional« compris,, .bou, 40 questions.  The 
questioning of a candidate takes about one hour. 

- The execution of th, requirent analysis and work!« 
out of the  traininK concept necessitates the work « 
two to four men/months. 

- The preparation of the concept decisions and the 
Planning of tho execution requires one „an/month. 

The internal preparation of the 

individual tuition su„j.,cts differs widely, depending 
on delation ind cxt(JBt.   „ „^ be 

-»ke any state»,*« in this respect. 

"       ZZllT tr',inlnB ln 10ra °f "" ^«titution fro. 
*IT " « tte "«i«*» will take four to .ix 

".::i:r:iu;::ihs up to the >—° - *— 
-       A training cycl« l„stB about two ye6rs 

The annual  trainine c«« f• 
»no participation f ',reP»"tion,  «»^„tio,, 
«nth.»     , ount to *bout °ne »M of . 

CQn.«        x ^    °n and year-  T1»1«»  however concerns European conditions. <•evcr, 

janage»ent St^^^j^J^mn^ 

The training in the enterprise win  K« 
provided  that also th(i      **'* *U1 b° 8u<*«s*ful oiUv, 

«x*o  tue highest cadre  is inoli.rt«H     »«. 
learning activity o*  fno included.  The 

uperiors will cause the training 



and,  thus,   the enfororxwnt "f   -.*.«< »i 
- paSS throuEh u, -;: : ,; ° ~ - ««*_ 

~g actlvlty ,„ the _„ ot ¿ ^ ?* '„£ 
xeacnmg  .   in this sense we consider   M«. +    ,   • 
« «.ti.. ^gwnt moans.  The

&       n ^ to "o 

i:rorras absoiutciy ------ p
ei::rIt 

««+0      . existing crucial pointa oí  the 

n:r activity and the a— *-«•• « --»« 
r :rrt:; ::::—: ir.-r-wlmng- +« «„      x   ,, increioie,  it cannot be transferred 
to an outside institute    *> <,    + *««»ierrea 

superiors and L      a"8"etd w111 Primarily dopend on the 
uperlors and not on the Size of the enterprise    This *„.. 

to show that als„ aaall Md ttedlu_lzed ^     ;  Thia    «' 
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